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Abstract

With today’s nearly ubiquitous access to information of all types, it is difficult to discern what is important from what is not. Mobile and fixed location users alike are faced with a tradeoff: either check many information sources frequently or miss important information that may impact the user. In this work, we define a new approach to information management, one that uses the context of the user’s planned activities to determine the priority and importance of information. By taking into account the user’s planned activities, it is possible for the user to stay informed with minimal effort and disruption.

This paper describes our project to design and build a context-aware computing system, the Integrated Management of a Personal Augmented Calendar Tool (IMPACT) that uses a user’s plan to prioritize, organize and deliver information. Its goal is to inform the user of any and all information that will impact the activities that a user intends to perform. To accomplish these tasks, the user’s plan, which contains the user’s current and future context, is built up from calendar data, to do lists, and preferences. For each activity in the plan, information sources are queried and assessed according to rules. Information is assessed for level of impact (severity) and urgency. The urgency is used to prioritize information, which is delivered to the user at times and via means designed to minimize disruption.
1 Introduction

Staying in-touch and informed with the world about us is one of the greatest benefits of the Internet. News, emails, traffic reports enable us to plan and react with relevant information at our fingertips. However, despite nearly ubiquitous access to almost any information, it remains difficult to stay informed due to the overwhelming volume and rate of change of this information. This problem is one of “information overload,” having too much information available to us, thus rendering us unable to discern what is important and unable to focus.

To avoid information overload, people are forced to reduce the amount and rate of information they receive. Web users, for instance, reduce their information consumption by checking web sites at a less frequent rate. This approach leads to the user missing or receiving delayed information that may be important. Advanced users may subscribe to notification services, choosing sources that are likely to provide useful information, such as weather near their home. These services are useful if well-matched for relatively static information needs of a user, but fail when the information needs for a user change.

Current browsing and notification approaches are inefficient for a variety of reasons. Browsing requires the user to choose a source and seek out useful information, requiring the user to focus their attention on the browsing. Notifications interrupt the user based on when the information becomes available, not based on when the user needs the information. Aggregation can help address the problem of monitoring a large number of sources, but does not help the user decide what information actually is important to them. The root of the problem is that the user must sift through information to determine what is useful and what is not. Users are therefore faced with a tradeoff; spend more time filtering information from a number of sources or monitor a smaller number of sources and miss useful information.

Systems that rely on static rules and preferences, such as receiving traffic alerts for a particular city, cannot account for the fact that the interests and priorities of a user are dynamic. One key factor in determining the usefulness and urgency of information is whether it impacts an activity or task of the user. From traveling to meetings to research to social events, what the user does determines a large part of what the user is interested in. For instance, weather in another city and traffic along a highway may impact travel plans. Emails on a certain subject or from particular people may impact plans for meeting and social activities. The user’s plan of activities can therefore be used to prioritize information based on how significantly it impacts the individual activities, reducing the time and attention required to filter through a large number of information sources.

Incorporating a user’s dynamic interests and priorities into a system that manages information to provide timely and relevant information will result in more confidence by users that they are not missing critical information and allow them to focus on their task at hand. In addition, users must trust the system to deliver the relevant information without unnecessary disruptions. To handle this need, the concept of a user plan can be applied to another domain: minimizing the disruptiveness of interruptions. As notifications are less disruptive during activity transitions, most notifications can be delayed until the user is either in transition or has a break between activities.

Another application of the concept of a user plan is in organizing information for reference and quick access. Observing that a user is likely to request information that relates to an activity the user will perform, such as contact information and driving directions. Associating information directly to activities, allowing the user to quickly find information that relates to an activity, again reduces the time and attention required to find a particular piece of information.
This paper describes our project to design and build a context-aware computing system, the Integrated Management of a Personal Augmented Calendar Tool (IMPACT) that uses a user’s plan to prioritize, organize and deliver information. Its goal is to inform the user of any and all information that will impact the activities that a user intends to perform. To accomplish these tasks, the user’s plan, which contains the user’s current and future context, is built up from static preferences and calendar-based data. For each activity in the plan, information sources are queried and assessed according to rules. Information is assessed for level of impact (severity) and urgency. The urgency is used to prioritize information, which is delivered to the user at times and via means designed to minimize disruption.

With this brief description of our approach, the remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 an overview of related research is presented. Section 3 describes the concepts and approach behind the IMPACT project. Section 4 outlines a prototype implementation and describes the lessons learned followed by the next planned steps in Section 5. Section 6 discusses how a system such as IMPACT should be evaluated. Section 7 discusses future work and Section 8 summarizes the work thus far.

2 Related Research

The IMPACT project is related to a number of diverse research areas. An overview of relevant work for each of these areas is described in this section, and is organized in the following categories:

- Research into the nature and impact of disruptions in different environments emphasizes the importance of minimizing disruption in our daily lives.
- Mobile computing research attempts to simplify and improve access to information at any time.
- Web personalization and adaptive web research share similar goals as the IMPACT project, namely improving access to the “right” information, often by filtering and transforming web content.
- Context aware computing research is exploring how applications can use additional information, such as the user’s location.
- Web extraction and Semantic Web research aims to take the WWW from blocks of HTML to rich, minable information.
- RSS enables aggregation of information across information sources, simplifying the user’s ability to find and monitor information of importance.

2.1 Interruptions

Interruptions can cause significant disruptions. Research in [15] shows that a significant amount (15-20%) of work effort is consumed by handling interruptions. To address this issue, Horvitz and Apacible “present methods for inferring the cost of interrupting users based on multiple streams of events ... and data drawn from online calendars” [13]. Other work observes that interruptions
during physical transitions, such as standing up, are “better received” by the user [11] while attempts to measure the mental load of the user through heart rate and other physiological cues to deliver less disruptive notifications [6]. The IMPACT system expands upon these ideas by making use of the user plan to determine expected activity transitions, and therefore be able to deliver notifications when the user has completed one activity and has not yet begun another.

2.2 Mobile Computing

A goal of the IMPACT project is to present information in a way that is accessible and appropriate, independent of a user’s physical location. Mobile devices, including phones and personal digital assistants, now provide nearly universal access to a wide range of content. They are an important tool used to communicate and access information. Yet, the availability of content for these devices is quite limited and difficult to use [8]. Previous work has looked at ways of improving the mobile browsing experience [4], and transforming web pages for improved access by mobile devices [17]. These approaches may be limited in how much they can improve the mobile web experience, as pointed out by [3]: “A literal translation from the Web to wireless is inadequate. Merely squeezing data onto small screens detracts from the user experience on mobile devices. By adaptively learning users’ preferences, all users can have easy access to a vast amount of information at any time.”

2.3 Adaptive Web

Additional research has argued that a one size fits all web site model, which can be adapted dynamically for desktop and mobile users, will not address the different needs of mobile users [2]. Instead, a web site personalizer is presented that “automatically adapts and personalizes a web site.” They also note that users exhibit different goals and behaviors, from goal-oriented searching to browsing/surfing.

Other work explores how to personalize web content by learning user’s interests and adapting the site to fit [1]. This idea is also known as an adaptive web, whereby sites are transformed “from today’s inert collections of HTML pages and hyperlinks to intelligent, evolving entities” [22].

2.4 Context-Aware Computing

Context-aware computing research has focused on how additional information can be leveraged to enhance the computing experience [7]. One of the most likely sources of context is the user’s current physical location [16, 24], which can be used to enhance a user’s web experience through location-aware applications. Other work has explored a service that delivers notifications based on the location of the user [21]. An event planner that leverages contextual information to make more informed decisions is described in [23]. Context prediction attempts to use history and other mechanisms to predict future behavior or context of a user [20]. These types of research highlight the value of integrating diverse sources of information to enable new types of applications, applications that can adjust to the user’s changing needs and interests.
2.5 Web Extraction

A significant portion of web information is not easily used in applications, as it is structured for human readability in HTML. This makes it difficult to deploy a system that attempts not only to aggregate, but filter and prioritize information. Research into general mechanisms for extracting data from web pages [12], as well as web services [10], has provided techniques for extracting information with meaning directly from the web.

The Semantic Web initiative takes a different approach. Instead of inferring meaning from pages, information should be provided by web sites already organized and structured according to its meaning. By associating not only structure, but also meaning, to web content, the Semantic Web provides the foundation for richer applications to be developed around the web [19].

2.6 RSS

RSS (Rich Site Summary or RDF Site Summary, or even Really Simple Syndication) defines an XML schema for delivering a summary of information available from a given web site along with hyperlinks to the actual content [18]. By providing a common format used across many web sites, RSS greatly simplifies the aggregation of web information, from HTML-based news pages to indexes of podcasts. This aggregation can provide a single source of information for the user to quickly get updated on information that is relevant to the user. Rather than solving these problems directly, it is envisioned that the IMPACT system would use RSS and Semantic Web technologies to interact with web and other information sources.

3 Approach

The goal of the IMPACT project is to improve a user’s ability to monitor a wide range of information sources, and thus stay informed, while reducing the level of effort and disruption it would take using existing methods. This goal is accomplished in three ways. First, information is prioritized based on its level of impact to the user’s planned activities. Second, information is organized according to the user’s plan, reducing the effort required to find information that is related to an activity. Third, delivery of information to the user takes into account the expected level of disruption to the user.

This section explores the approach taken by the IMPACT project, beginning with the determination of what activities the user intends to perform—the user plan. Next, information sources are queried for potentially impacting information, and assessed according to a set of rules. Reference information that is related to particular activities is then associated to each activity. Finally, potentially impacting information is prioritized and delivered to the user, minimizing unnecessary disruptions.

3.1 Building the User Plan

A user plan can be thought of as a user’s future context. It provides a basis for determining what can impact the user, what information the user is likely to reference, and when interruptions will not significantly disrupt the user. To build a user plan, The IMPACT system combines the user’s
calendar with external preferences, and other sources such as a to do list. These are discussed in the following sections.

3.2 Calendar

Many people use electronic calendars, often integrated with email applications, to record upcoming events. These events fall into a wide range of categories, and calendars are maintained to different level of detail. The user plan is built up from the two types of events that have direct user involvement: travel and appointments. Other types, such as holidays and vacation, are found in calendars but have less direct user involvement. While calendars may be not kept up to date by some, we expect that the capabilities of the IMPACT system will motivate users to keep their calendar more up-to-date and accurate.

A calendar provides a useful approximation of what the user intends to do throughout a day. Events of significance to the user are recorded in their calendar, including meetings, travel, and other appointments. Even if the user does not intend on attending an event that is contained in their calendar, information related to the event may be of relevance and interest. To illustrate the use of a calendar, Figure 1 shows a piece of a user’s calendar with several types of appointments. In the morning, the user has meetings in two different buildings. The user then travels to lunch at a different location, and goes to the airport for travel to New York. The hotel the user will stay at is contained with the flight information.

![Figure 1: Typical User Calendar](image)
3.2.1 To Do Lists

To Do lists provide a secondary source of unscheduled, but still planned, tasks that the user intends to perform at some point in time. Tasks in To Do lists have broader timeframes than scheduled activities, such as the user intending to complete a given task by the end of a week. Information that affects the tasks can impact the user and be of importance.

3.2.2 User Plan

The resulting user plan provides the schedule of events, and additional detail about them. Attributes from these events are augmented in the user plan with external information, such as the “home” address and the route from “home” to “work”, providing a means of allowing reuse of common attributes. Table 1 illustrates the resulting user plan, from a portion of Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Route</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td>Morning Commute</td>
<td>Home to Work</td>
<td>20 miles</td>
<td>Main Street to Rt 90 to St James Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0850</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0930</td>
<td>Review Omega product launch materials</td>
<td>Bldg 2, Conf Room 9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tom, Mary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1030</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>Performance Review</td>
<td>Building 3, Tom’s Office</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASK</td>
<td>Check on car loan</td>
<td>Tim R., (800)555-2222</td>
<td></td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complete By</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: User Plan Example

Table 1 shows that the user commutes to work at 8:30am, with the first meeting of the day at from 9:30am to 10am. Two attendee’s are invited, Tom and Mary. The check-mark shows the Tom has accepted, but Mary has declined the meeting. A “Performance Review” is scheduled at 11am. And, the user has a task “Check on Car Loan.”

3.3 Information Aggregation

Once a user plan is available, related information is extracted for each event to provide a single, aggregated source of information for the user. The related information also provides the basis for determining whether and how to notify the user of specific information items. Web sites, desktop applications, and even file systems are types of information sources that can be related to particular events. Each type of information source requires a specific extractor, capable of retrieving information from the appropriate protocols and API. Source-specific rules define how the extractor should interact and extract data from a particular site. For example, to relate weather information from a web site a set of rules must be defined for an HTML-specific extractor. Extractors must be flexible
to support different types of relationships, from relating a cell in a table based on time of day to emails that contain a keyword. Information is then hierarchically associated with each event. For instance, weather would be a part of each event, with attributes of temperature, humidity, and type of weather. This approach provides an organized form for the extracted information.

Email, news, weather, traffic, and even files can all be related and relevant to a particular event. Recent emails from an attendee or similar to the subject are likely to be related to an event. Recent news or blog entries that contain keywords from the event, and even files can be related to the event. A flexible mechanism is needed to allow the user to define the relationships of interest for types of events, along with useful default rules. Search technologies can be applied here, or used, to process the rule and aid in the extraction of information.

Some information may not be fully extracted; rather a reference to the information may be maintained. A hyperlink or other type of reference would suffice, possibly with a summary of the information, in a manner similar to RSS.

3.4 Impact Assessment

With information associated to each event, the level of impact of the information is assessed next. A set of rules compare attributes of the event, the information, and possibly externally parameters for each information/event pair. This level of impact is a rating, from most impacting to least: critical, high, medium, low, none. These rules are based on the information itself, attributes of the event, or external parameters. Using weather again as an example: “if weather is heavy snow and event is travel by car, then impact is high.”

The level of impact of information is dependent on a number of factors, dependent on aspects of the information itself and the activity. A travel activity, for instance, is impacted by information that changes the scheduling or duration of the activity. Bad weather, traffic, road construction, and the like can all affect the duration of driving between two locations. In addition, impacts can have a compounding effect. Delayed travel can impact a subsequent activity, requiring that the user either leave earlier or reschedule.

The concept of impacting information is not just a question of where, when and how long an activity takes place. It includes whether the information will affect how the user performs the activity. Press releases, research papers, blog entries, and news articles can all allow the user to perform an activity better. Newly available information can be directly related to some activity the user is performing, whether it is writing a paper, researching a topic, attending a meeting or making social plans.

3.5 Urgency Assessment

The urgency of informing the user is determined next, determining when the user should be notified. Urgency rates each piece of information as requiring immediate, delayed, or no notification. To make this assessment, the level of impact, proximity in time of the event, and the user’s plan, and type of information are all taken into account. Immediate notification means that the user should be interrupted, regardless of the user’s current activity. Delayed notification means that the user should be notified at the next convenient point in time. The rules are tunable, with users able to opt for fewer or more notifications, or suppress notifications of certain types of information.
3.6 Notification

The delivery of notifications can be performed through any means, configurable by the user and possibly dependent on the current user activity. Email, text messages, instant messages, and pop-ups all are appropriate depending on where and what the user is doing. A text message to a mobile phone is expected to be a common means, which for most phone services can be delivered via email. Periodically, the IMPACT system checks for pending notifications and schedules them based on urgency and prioritized by proximity in time.

Notifications may be bundled, delivered together, if they have the same urgency or relate to the same event. Therefore when an immediate notification is being sent, some delayed notifications may be sent with it. Multiple immediate notifications will be sent together. Bundled notifications minimize the overall disruptiveness of notifications by requiring fewer interruptions and deliver additional useful information with minimal added disruption. However, too much information in a single notification can increase the disruptiveness itself, thus the number of notifications in a bundle is limited to a constant, user-changeable parameter.

3.7 User Interface and Augmented Calendar

To provide access to the detailed user plan, augmented with related information, a web user interface is provided. The user interface provides an event summary and an impact summary. The event summary lists each event, related information for each event, and hyperlinks to further details. This organization facilitates quick access to information related to particular events. The second interface, the impact summary, organizes all impacting information. The impacting information is listed by event time and level of impact, enabling the user to quickly get up-to-date on related information. In addition, the user’s calendar could be extended so that the related information can be access from within the calendar itself.

4 Prototype Implementation

To explore the core concepts of the IMPACT system, an initial prototype was built. Microsoft Outlook was used as the calendar source, with a few days of calendar information for sample data. The sample data was entered completely with all changes of location reflected by travel events so that the system did not have to infer travel. Each event was defined using conventions to simplify parsing. The subject of each event could contain several keywords for search purposes, in the form: `<keyword:xxxx>`. The location of each event could be defined as either a `<street, city, state>` or `<street, zipcode>`. For travel events, the source and destination locations were prefixed with the appropriate term, such as `<source: street, city, state>`, `<destination: street, city state>`. Air travel was encoded with the flight number `<flight:AA111>`, and source and destination airport code.

Calendar events were retrieved and exported in an XML structure using the Microsoft Outlook interop assembly. Only events that fell within the next 48 hours were retrieved. The retrieval was manually initiated for purposes of the prototype, but could be scheduled or triggered by changes to the calendar. The events were then loaded into event objects in the IMPACT system, a Java-based application with a Java Server Pages (JSP) front-end. Most of the raw attributes from the XML, such as location, required specific parsing and validation to convert to an appropriate data
Periodically, related information for each event was extracted from web sites. Extractors were written for weather, traffic from a state department of transportation web site, and air travel flight status. Each information type has a specific extractor that extracts text from an HTML DOM tree. This extractor works by finding exact and relative positions of text and keywords within a document. However, since a single web page often contains information that applies to multiple events, the content from a page was converted to an intermediate representation, such as weather for given zip code for the next few days, and put into a short-term cache.

As an example, the weather extractor retrieved data for a given zip code or city/state from the US National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration’s web site, using specific query strings to pass the requested zip code. The resulting information, shown in Figure 2, was converted to an intermediate table that contained the weather for each time period for the zip code and could be reused later.

![Figure 2: Weather from the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration](image)

The difficulty with this type of extraction, one which the Semantic Web initiative aims to address, is that the meanings of the text are not well defined. When exactly is late afternoon? When does tonight start? What are the allowable ranges of weather conditions? In addition, web pages are designed for human consumption, and thus the fact that the structure of most pages is generally stable is a side-effect of the design of particular pages, and not an inherent quality. The extractors written for the prototype were stable and accurate during short time periods, but changes to the web sites would likely require changes.

Built into the extractor was an assessment of the level of impact for each event that did not take into account the context or type of event. The level of impact was determined solely based on the content of the extracted information. For example, if the weather for the given time period included “heavy snow” or “alert,” the level of impact was determined to be critical. A future system would also take into account other factors, such as traveling distance.

The web front end displayed upcoming events and related information. The related information was prefixed with the level of impact and highlighted with a color corresponding to the level of impact, with red text for critical and yellow for high impact. The notification system and urgency calculation was not present in this prototype.

The prototype showed the feasibility of the approach, that extracting and relating information to events could be done easily, assuming sufficient information was provided in the event. With a general HTML extractor, it required only moderate effort to add support for a new web site. The essence and contribution of the IMPACT project is the framework for relating information to particular events, and assessing the information in the context of the event. The simple rules
used in the prototype for determining level of impact provided a good first pass to demonstrate the concept, but would result in a large number of unnecessary interruptions.

5 Next Steps

To explore the benefits and effectiveness of the IMPACT system, further development is needed on the prototype to bring it to a stage suitable for user study and evaluation. Expanding the capabilities of the extractors, and developing extraction rules for commonly used information, is the immediate priority in order to have a broad set of information to relate to events and meet most user’s needs. In addition, the prototype should be instrumented to facilitate a user study. This step would require tracking and logging capabilities, as well as a means for user input.

6 Evaluation

The objective of the IMPACT system is to improve the user’s ability to stay informed with minimal disruption. Therefore, the evaluation of the approach should focus on its ability to deliver impacting information in terms of both completeness and accuracy. The IMPACT system should also provide a focal point for information that is likely to be accessed, by organizing information according to activities, and minimizing the user effort required to find information. In addition, the evaluation should assess whether the IMPACT system is effective at reducing the disruptiveness of notifications.

Evaluating the effectiveness of the IMPACT system in delivering impacting information begins with two key questions:

1. Is the determination of level of impact accurate? If the assessed level of impact differs from the user’s assessment, then the system will not be able to properly prioritize notifications.

2. Is there impacting information missing from the system? If the system does not provide complete information then a user will be surprised and question the effectiveness of the system.

To measure these questions, user feedback is required in two areas. First, to identify missing impacting information, a user needs be able to point to information, such as by URL, and record the fact that the information impacted the user and if it is for a particular activity. An open question is whether impacting information can be related to an activity. Second, to determine whether the rule-based approach for determining the level of impact is effective, users need to be able to mark and correct inaccurate items. It may be that particular types of information require a more complex approach to assessing impact, for instance, the level of impact for weather may depend not only on the weather itself but the distance the user must travel.

Evaluating the effectiveness of information organized according to activities can only be partially measured. An expectation is that by making it easy to find information that is related to an event, that the user would rarely need to browse the same information sources directly. In other words, a user should not need to bypass the IMPACT system and browse the same information sources directly. In addition, it would be interesting to know how the IMPACT system changes a user’s behavior. For instance, do users spend less time browsing and checking email?
Finally, evaluating the disruptiveness of notifications can be assessed by providing a feedback mechanism. First, user should be able to flag unnecessarily disruptive messages. Second, users should be able to record the disruptiveness of various notifications. The first type of feedback assesses whether the idea of allowing high impact notifications to be more disruptive than lesser impact notifications. The second type of information helps determine whether the user’s plan is an accurate gauge of when notifications are more or less disruptive.

7 Future Research

While the IMPACT project focuses on information gathering and notification, other uses of future context may be used to reduce the frequency and disruptiveness of mobile computing devices.

Many problems arise when using a raw calendar, extracted from an application such as Microsoft Outlook, including inaccurate data, missing location information, and implicit travel (when adjacent appointments are in different locations). Any system relying on a user’s calendar must overcome these issues to reside on a foundation of reliable information. To do so, the calendar may need to be maintained by external agents which retrieve information from other sources and update the calendar. For instance, air travel itineraries can be retrieved from a user’s account at an airline web site and automatically inserted into the calendar.

Communication, whether through telephone, instant messaging or emails, can be highly disruptive to a current activity. Often, one would wish to suppress phone calls, except for emergencies, while in a meeting. There is no way to inform the caller of the user’s current context or when they should call. Future context could be used here to inform other people of more appropriate times, such as letting a caller view what periods the callee is busy and free [5]. In addition, availability may be defined with current and future context in mind. For example, the user may choose to route personal calls into voicemail when attending business meetings, but always receive calls from the boss.

Another limitation, discussed earlier, is how to deal with unplanned activities and changes to planned events. The system ideally could identify an unplanned activity, and provide information that is potentially relevant. For example, if the user is driving along a major highway then traffic alerts along the highway are of interest. In addition, without knowing that the user is engaged in some unplanned activity the user may receive potentially disruptive interruptions. Unplanned activities can change the user plan unexpectedly and thus render it irrelevant or inaccurate. Research has found that unplanned activities make up a significant amount of our daily interactions [14]. These activities present a difficulty as there is no basis for relevant information to provide to the user nor does the system know when the user can be interrupted.

Furthermore, while the IMPACT system currently only provides information, the system could assist and aid the user in accomplishing an activity. With knowledge of the user’s calendar and current context, the system could determine that the user does not have enough time to drive to the airport and make the flight, and automatically send a SMS message to the travel agent asking for help.

Determining what information is related to events through manual associations and rules may be a limited approach. Many relationships exist that are difficult to define and a user may never explicitly define them. It may be possible to learn some relationships, and infer the conditions in which information may impact an event. It might also be useful to share the rules and associations
across users to create a catalog of relationship rules.

A final area to consider is that of automatically managing and maintaining the calendar. Extracting and unifying other sources of event information, such as travel portals or even emails (for instance, “let’s meet at 2pm @ Starbucks?”). Both of these are difficult information extraction challenges [9].

8 Summary

The IMPACT project seeks to aggregate and deliver information according to the user’s plan, the activities the user is scheduled to perform. The project aims to reduce the effort required to monitor web sites and other information sources, minimizing interruptions while maximizing the information that is monitored.

We have built a prototype of the IMPACT system, exploring some of the underlying difficulties in such as system, including web information extraction and determining which information actually impacts the user. Further development of the prototype will be conducted, leading to a user study of the usefulness and effectiveness of the system.
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